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ABSTRACT: Aerosol particles influence global climate by
determining cloud droplet number concentrations, brightness,
and lifetime. Primary aerosol particles, such as those produced
from breaking waves in the ocean, display large particle−
particle variability in chemical composition, morphology, and
physical phase state, all of which affect the ability of individual
particles to accommodate water and grow into cloud droplets.
Despite such diversity in molecular composition, there is a
paucity of methods available to assess how particle−particle
variability in chemistry translates to corresponding differences
in aerosol hygroscopicity. Here, an approach has been
developed that allows for characterization of the distribution
of aerosol hygroscopicity within a chemically complex
population of atmospheric particles. This methodology, when applied to the interpretation of nascent sea spray aerosol,
provides a quantitative framework for connecting results obtained using molecular mimics generated in the laboratory with
chemically complex ambient aerosol. We show that nascent sea spray aerosol, generated in situ in the Atlantic Ocean, displays a
broad distribution of particle hygroscopicities, indicative of a correspondingly broad distribution of particle chemical
compositions. Molecular mimics of sea spray aerosol organic material were used in the laboratory to assess the volume fractions
and molecular functionality required to suppress sea spray aerosol hygroscopicity to the extent indicated by field observations.
We show that proper accounting for the distribution and diversity in particle hygroscopicity and composition are important to
the assessment of particle impacts on clouds and global climate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric aerosol particles impact global climate directly
through interactions with incoming solar radiation and
indirectly by seeding the formation and controlling the
properties of all cloud droplets, which alters Earth’s radiation
budget.1 The ability of a particle to take up water from its
surrounding environment and act as a cloud seed, or cloud
condensation nucleus (CCN), is intimately linked to particle
chemical composition, especially for particles with dry
diameters less than 200 nm.2 Measurements of the molecular
composition of individual aerosol particles in this size regime
are rare,3 thus limiting our ability to connect heterogeneity in
particle chemical composition with their ability to serve as
CCN at a single particle level. Here, we present a new

methodology for direct characterization of the distribution of
aerosol hygroscopicity as driven by particle−particle composi-
tional variability within a complex population of atmospheric
particles. We demonstrate that this approach, when applied to
nascent sea spray aerosol (SSA), permits unique perspective on
the influence that particle chemical diversity plays in
determining the impacts of particles on climate. Further, we
show that the generality of the approach permits quantitative
comparison between laboratory−generated molecular mimics
and actual nascent SSA generated in situ in the Atlantic Ocean.
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The hygroscopicity of an individual particle is a function of
its chemical composition with, in general, inorganic salts
leading to a more hygroscopic particle and organic materials
leading to a less hygroscopic particle.4 Hygroscopicity displays
further variability within the organic and inorganic component
classes, dependent upon factors such as solubility, molecular
weight, and surface tension. The hygroscopicity of particles can
be characterized through measurements of their ability to
activate into droplets or activation efficiency, i.e., the fraction of
particles of a given size that grow into droplets when exposed
to a given water supersaturation (s), or f CCN(s); the more
hygroscopic a particle, the larger the activation efficiency. Such
determinations are referred to as size-resolved CCN (SR-CCN)
measurements. The activation efficiency for particles of fixed
composition is also size-dependent, with larger particles having
a larger f CCN(s) at a given s. Therefore, particle hygroscopicity
is routinely quantitatively characterized by converting direct
measurements of a selected particle diameter (Dp) and the
critical supersaturation (scrit, where 50% of the particle
population has activated) to a single parameter, κ;5 smaller κ-
values correspond to less hygroscopic particles and vice versa.
The so-called κ-Köhler theory separates the intrinsic hygro-
scopicity (composition dependence) from the particle size
dependence, thereby allowing for assessment of the influence of
composition more specifically. Typical values of κ range
between 0 and 1.4, with lower values generally associated
with less soluble (or insoluble) organic compounds, and higher
values generally associated with soluble inorganic com-
pounds.5,6 For SSA particles, composition is dictated both by
the chemistry and biology that occurs in the ocean to produce a
wide variety of organic compounds, especially near the sea
surface, and by the transfer of those compounds to SSA.7,8 Size-
resolved particle composition measurements have demonstra-
ted that the organic fraction increases as particle size decreases,
when considered either by mass9−11 or by number.12,13 The
hygroscopicity of SSA in the submicrometer size regime has
been previously found to vary with size, especially for particles
with diameters below 100 nm, which has been interpreted as
indicating enrichment of organic material in smaller par-
ticles.2,14,15

On top of such general enrichment in SSA organic content
with decreasing particle size, individual nascent SSA particles
also display a wide diversity of individual particle
types.12,13,16−19 These different particle types have distinct
compositions with respect to the relative abundance and
chemical nature of the organic material. Such mixing-state
effects will influence the actual overall activation behavior of a
distribution of particles, as always exists in the ambient
atmosphere and in some laboratory experiments. Despite this
complexity, typical analyses of ambient particle CCN activation
assume that all particles of a given size have identical
composition (i.e., are internally mixed) and therefore report
effective κ-values that may, or may not, fully describe the actual
impacts of the distribution. As just a few examples, effective κ-
values have been reported for pristine aerosols in the
Amazonian rainforest,20 aged aerosols in the highly polluted
Chinese city of Guangzhou,21 and nascent marine SSA from the
WACS I cruise in the Atlantic Ocean.14 Importantly, global
models have suggested that aerosol mixing state can impact
CCN concentrations by up to 20% in the case of marine
SSA,22,23 indicating that improved constraints on aerosol
mixing state and how this varies by source are still necessary
for robust determination of CCN concentrations.

Direct measurements of CCN concentrations are often
compared to volume-mixing based predictions from Köhler
theory, where incorporation of size-dependent chemical
composition results in model-measurement agreement to
within 10−20%,24−30 but these still do not deal with the
inherent particle−particle compositional variability at a given
size. Padro ́ et al.31 found that accounting for external mixing
improved CCN number concentration predictions (within 10−
20% of measured), while the common internal mixing state
assumption can have a significantly greater error associated with
it (up to 100%), in agreement with prior studies focused on
externally mixed aerosols.24,25

Of specific relevance to this work, Collins et al.32 investigated
the CCN activity of SSA generated from a large-scale
mesocosm seawater experiment and found that the assumption
that all particles were compositionally identical (internally
mixed) was insufficient to explain the temporal changes in the
SSA particle hygroscopicity. Instead, a model in which the SSA
was assumed to contain a diversity of particles with distinct
compositions (externally mixed) was needed.32 The apparent
need for robust methods that can account for mixing state in
the interpretation of CCN measurements is supported by
measurements of particle growth due to water uptake under
subsaturated conditions, which often indicate the coexistence of
particles with very different compositions and hygroscopic-
ities.33,34 Despite the evident need for CCN-specific hygro-
scopicity analyses that routinely account for the actual diversity
of particles, few CCN studies have considered implementing a
distribution of hygroscopicity values, or how a distribution of
hygroscopicity values may be detected using SR-CCN
measurements.35,36

In what follows, we develop a quantitative framework for
assessing the distribution of aerosol hygroscopicity for
populations of sub-100 nm aerosol particles. The methodology
bridges molecular mimics of increasing complexity, from single-
component particles to internally and externally mixed
heterogeneous populations, with nascent SSA particles
generated from synthetic and microcosm phytoplankton
bloom experiments and from the ambient surface ocean waters.
Implications of this methodology for understanding chemical
diversity and climate impacts of SSA particles specifically, and
atmospheric aerosol particles in general, are discussed.

2. INFLUENCE OF MIXING STATE ON CCN ACTIVITY
In this section, a bottom-up approach is used to facilitate the
development of a quantitative methodology to assess the
influence of particle mixing state on CCN activity, starting with
chemically simple (single-component) systems and systemati-
cally increasing the system complexity with respect to the
particle−particle chemical diversity. The hygroscopicities of
internal and external particle mixtures of known composition
have been characterized through measurement of CCN
activation curves (Methods; Figure S1). The compounds
studied here were selected based on the consideration of the
evolution of surface seawater chemical composition throughout
the successive stages of an ocean phytoplankton bloom.37−39

These SSA organic compound mimics included a refractory
hydrocarbon material (cholesterol), a sugar (galactose), a
lipopolysaccharide (LPS, from Escherichia coli 0111:B4), a
protein (bovine serum albumin), and a fatty acid (DPPA,
dipalmitoyl phosphatidic acid) (Table 1). The pure organic
SSA mimics were considered either individually or as mixtures
with synthetic sea salt, which is composed of inorganic ions in
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representative seawater concentrations. Model external mix-
tures were generated by multiple atomizers or nebulizers
operating in parallel (Methods).
2.1. Single-Component SSA Mimics. κ-Values were

experimentally determined for the five pure organic SSA
mimics and for synthetic sea salt from measurement of their
activation curves (Table 1). These marine-focused measure-
ments expand the database of compounds for which κ-values
have been determined in the laboratory, which includes
inorganic salts5 and slightly soluble organics40−42 that had
generally been chosen based on their relevance to terrestrially
derived organics. It was not possible to determine κ-values for
cholesterol specifically due to its poor solubility in water.
Variability in the measured κ-values for the synthetic sea salt
was observed between multiple lots as indicated by the range in
values presented in Table 1. The κ-values measured for the
organic compounds do not correlate directly with solubility
(Table 1). The largest κ-value was observed for DPPA, which
has the lowest solubility (excluding cholesterol), which we
hypothesize is due in part to formation of vesicle structures by
DPPA (critical micelle concentration = 0.46 nM) in an aqueous
matrix. Despite its high solubility the κ-value for galactose was
lower than DPPA, possibly due to the initially dry galactose
particles existing in a highly viscous, glassy state that can
impede water uptake.43 Further, deviations between measured
and predicted κ-values (based on solubility alone) may reflect
differences in droplet surface tension due to surface
partitioning.44,45 The smallest κ-values were measured for
LPS and albumin, which were of intermediate relative solubility.
2.2. Internally Mixed SSA Mimics. Experimental κ-values

were determined for two-component internal mixtures of
synthetic sea salt (κ = 1.106 for the specific lot used in this
experiment) and galactose (κ = 0.198) of varying relative
composition (Figure 1). The κ-value of an internal mixture
(κmix,int) is commonly estimated from volume-mixing rules,
where κmix,int = ∑εiκi and εi is the volume fraction of each
compound.5 For a two-component mixture the predicted κmix,int
varies linearly with εorg (in this case, εgalactose) and is dependent
on the κ-value of the pure compounds. The observed and
predicted κ-values for the sea salt:galactose mixtures agreed to
within 20% (Figure 1), consistent with previous laboratory
observations for other mixtures.5

Field determinations of effective κ-values for nascent SSA14

with dry diameters of 40−100 nm range between 0.4 and 0.9,
which corresponds to εorg between ca. 80% and 25% based on
the sea salt:galactose mixture results (Figure 1). Because the
density of sea salt is similar to that of galactose, this

corresponds to a mass fraction of approximately the same
value. Variability in the actual density of ocean organics can
complicate the volume to mass fraction conversion relationship.
Previous studies suggest that total and/or water-insoluble
organic mass fractions for marine SSA are on the order of 80%
for sub-100 nm particles,10,11 though only around 25% of this
mass is water-soluble organics such as galactose.9 With regard
to CCN, distinguishing between the contributions of water-
soluble versus water-insoluble organics can additionally be
important in obtaining closure.47 These findings provide
context for the validity of an 80% organic particle and how
that may affect SSA hygroscopicity, though additional work
needs to be done to better characterize the solubility effects of
SSA organics, especially in light of the results for DPPA.

2.3. Externally Mixed SSA Mimics. The major existing
framework for both measuring supersaturated aerosol hygro-
scopicity and interpreting the observations relies on the
assumption that particles of a given size are internally mixed.
However, field studies48 and laboratory investigations12,13 have
shown that the ensemble of nascent SSA particles is not
internally mixed, but instead individual particles exhibit a wide
range of per-particle organic volume fractions and organic
types. Further, the observed variability and absolute values of
effective κ-values for nascent SSA particles that were produced
during a large scale mesocosm experiment has been interpreted
as indicating that explicit accounting of the particle mixing state
in framework for interpreting CCN measurements is needed.32

One such framework was proposed by Su et al.,36 who
calculated cumulative distribution functions from CCN
activation curves, which can be deconstructed into cumulative
hygroscopicity distributions. Here, we expand on this frame-
work and provide the explicit validation that has thus far been
missing.
A necessary first step in assessing the extent to which CCN

activation curves can be used to resolve aerosol mixing state is
to characterize the behavior of known external mixtures using
high-resolution SR-CCN measurements. It is commonly
assumed that activation curves can be fit using a Boltzmann
sigmoidal. The activation curve for a single particle type is
associated with a characteristic sigmoid slope, or width in f CCN

Table 1. Literature Solubilities46 and Measured κ-Values for
Single-Component, Pure Sea Spray Aerosol Model
Compounds

compound solubility (g/L) κ

sea salt 360a 0.800−1.106b

cholesterol 5 × 10−3 n/a
galactose 683 0.198 ± 0.028
LPS 5 0.038 ± 0.004
albumin 40 0.031 ± 0.002
DPPA <1 0.297 ± 0.039

aThe solubility of synthetic sea salt was assumed to be equivalent to
that of sodium chloride. bThe κ-value for synthetic sea salt was found
to vary from lot to lot. The reported κ-values indicate the range of
obtained values.

Figure 1. Predicted κ hygroscopicity parameter values for internally
mixed, two-component particles of sea salt:galactose as a function of
the organic volume fraction (black dashed line), compared with
measured κ-values for several sea salt:galactose ratios (red squares).
The gray bar on the left shows the range of effective κ-values observed
for primary nascent SSA in the marine boundary layer.14
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versus s, that is set by the transfer function of the DMA (Figure
S2) and the distribution in s in the SR-CCN. Here, the average
slope of the sigmoidal fits for all of the pure compounds studied
was 0.0180 ± 0.0095 for κ-values between 0.031 and 1.106,
demonstrating uniform hygroscopicity among the particle
population. Since the inherent methodologically determined
slope is very small, in theory the activation of the individual
subpopulations of particle types within the overall distribution
should be observable if the scanning resolution is sufficiently
high. Here, this is examined explicitly by measuring activation
curves for external mixtures of particles with known, but
differing, composition.
As a first test, activation curves were measured for pure sea

salt particles, pure galactose particles, a 1:1 internal mixture of
sea salt:galactose particles, and a 1:1 external mixture (Figure
2A). A small fraction (usually <10%) of the aerosol population
is doubly charged post−size selection, and is observed as a
plateau of activated particles at a lower s value with a sigmoid
height much smaller than that of the majority singly charged
population. This experimental artifact has been accounted for
following the approach of Rose et al.49 whereby the doubly and
singly charged populations are treated as distinct. The resulting
normalized activation curves for this study, such as those in
Figure 2A, are for the singly charged particles in the population.
The activation curve for the external mixture is characterized by
two clearly distinguishable sigmoids, which is distinct from the
pure compounds and the 1:1 internal mixture, which are all
characterized by a single sigmoid. This result highlights the
capability of measurements at high s resolution to distinguish
aerosol mixing state for subpopulations of particles that have
different κ-values. In this example the fraction of particles that
activated at the scrit for galactose (0.740% s) was 0.45, and the
fraction of particles that activated at the scrit for this sea salt lot
(0.378% s) was 0.55, well within the uncertainty of the
experimental number fractions. This demonstrates that the
sigmoid analysis of high resolution SR-CCN measurements can
be used to quantitatively determine the relative concentrations
of the externally mixed particle types and that the number of
sigmoids corresponds to the number of particle types (with
respect to hygroscopicity) while the magnitude of each sigmoid
corresponds to the relative abundance of each type.

The two-component system above has been expanded upon
by measuring the activation curve for an externally mixed
system with five distinct particle types, ranging from pure sea
salt to pure organic. By systematically increasing the chemical
complexity of the system it is possible to assess the extent to
which high s resolution SR-CCN measurements can provide
quantitative information on the distribution of κ-values in a
given particle population. The particle types considered were
internal mixtures with sea salt:galactose mass ratios of 100:0,
43:57, 22:78, 9:91, and 0:100 with corresponding κint,mix values
of 0.83, 0.48, 0.34, 0.26, and 0.2, respectively. The relative
number concentrations of the different particle types were 0.2,
0.12, 0.28, 0.10, and 0.3. If all of the particle types were mixed
together in these proportions, the overall κint,mix = 0.40 (scrit,50nm
= 0.52%). A key observation is that clear steps are evident in
the activation curve that correspond to the activation of the
individual particle types (Figure 2B). This demonstrates that it
is possible to resolve the individual particle types within a
chemically complex mixture in the activation curve when fine
enough steps are taken in s. However, the overall activation
curve has a slope that is approximately eight times broader than
that of any pure compound or internal mixture when fit with a
single sigmoid (Figure 2B). This indicates that broadening of
the activation curve occurs for an external mixture of particles
that have a range of κ-values, generally consistent with the
ambient observations.7,21,35 It also demonstrates that, with
increasing chemical complexity, it is increasingly difficult to fit a
distinct number of sigmoids to determine the number of
distinct particle types, as the activation curve becomes a broad
continuum of activation for multiple populations. A second
important observation is that the effective κ that is determined
from the observed scrit (scrit,obs = 0.58%) is smaller than that
predicted from internal mixing of all the particle types in their
known proportions. Specifically, the effective κobs = 0.32
whereas the predicted κint,mix = 0.40 (corresponding to scrit,50nm
= 0.52%).
Using this well-constrained, yet complex (five-component)

model system as a test bed, a model framework for fitting the
multicomponent activation curve has been developed in which
the overall activation curve is quantitatively considered in terms
of the contributions from the individual components.
Specifically, the five-component external mixture activation

Figure 2. (A) CCN activation curves for 50 nm size selected particles of sea salt (blue), galactose (red), and an internal and external mixture of 1:1
sea salt:galactose (gray and purple respectively). (B) CCN activation curve for 50 nm size selected particles from an external mixture of five particle
types: (i) sea salt particles; (ii) a 43:57 by mass sea salt:galactose mixture; (iii) a 22:78 sea salt:galactose mixture; (iv) a 9:91, sea salt:galactose
mixture; and (v) pure galactose particles. The points with black circles indicate the points that would have been measured in an SR-CCN experiment
at typically used resolution, while the pink points are the actual higher resolution data collected here. The vertical dashed lines show the theoretical
scrit for each particle type in the external mixture.
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curve was fit to five summed sigmoidal curves that were
centered at the anticipated scrit values that corresponded to the
predicted κ-values of each particle type (Figure 2B). The
relative concentration of each particle type was then deduced
from the height of each individual sigmoid, and the derived
fractions agreed to within 10% of the experimental values. This
serves as proof of concept that, although complex systems
result in visibly broad activation curves for a continuum of
particle types, activation curves generated from SR-CCN data
sets can be considered within a framework that treats the
overall activation curve as the linear combination of the
activation of individual particle types (i.e., that have distinct κ-
values) in an external aerosol mixture.
These bottom-up observations, along with the multi-

component activation framework, provide an experimental
validation of the general idea that the slope of an activation
curve when fit to a single sigmoid is related to the extent of
chemical heterogeneity, with a wider sigmoid corresponding to
greater chemical heterogeneity or more particle types.31,35,47

For example, Cerully et al.35 showed that the absolute value of
the sigmoid slope was usually much larger for ambient aerosols
than could be explained by the inherent width set by
experimental factors, which they interpreted as an indication
of the extent of external mixing. However, the use of a single
sigmoid during fitting inherently assumes that there is a
particular, continuous distribution in mixing state and therefore
does not permit quantitative assessment of aerosol populations

that display extreme heterogeneity, such as those shown in
Figure 2, and that preclude fitting with a single sigmoid. The
multicomponent activation framework has the ability to allow
for more comprehensive examination of the particle mixing
state compared to single-sigmoid methods, and also facilitates
explicit determination of actual hygroscopicity distributions, as
is developed further below.

3. HYGROSCOPICITY DIVERSITY OF SEA SPRAY
AEROSOL PARTICLES

The bottom-up assessment and analysis methodology of the
influence of particle mixing state on CCN activation curves
developed above is extended and applied to the interpretation
of activation curves for nascent SSA particles, which have been
shown to exist as a complex, external mixture of varying particle
types.12,13 In one case, naturally more complex internal and
external mixtures of SSA specifically were generated in the
laboratory from synthetic and microcosm phytoplankton
blooms in a manner analogous to wave breaking in the ocean
using a Marine Aerosol Reference Tank (MART) (Figure S3
and Methods).50 In a second case, nascent SSA particles were
generated directly from the ocean surface using the NOAA
PMEL sea-sweep51 during the WACS I cruise in the Atlantic
Ocean (Methods).14 The observed activation curves for these
systems have been interpreted using the concept of treating
activation curves as a summation over individual sigmoids, as
developed in section 2.3. However, one challenge in developing

Figure 3. (Left) SR-CCN activation curves and (right) κ distributions as determined from analysis of high resolution s scans of model (A) two-
component and (B) five-component externally mixed populations, from laboratory based (C) synthetic and (D) microcosm phytoplankton bloom
experiments conducted in a MART, and (E) from underway measurements of nascent SSA generated by the sea-sweep during the WACS cruise in
the Atlantic Ocean.
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a broadly applicable framework for external mixing is that it is
best applied to SR-CCN data sets collected with high resolution
in s, in which case explicit fitting of distinct sigmoids is possible
(Figure 2B), but many data sets already exist that were
collected with moderate to low s resolution. Further, the use of
high s resolution requires longer overall scan times, which may
not be amenable to all experiments.
We have therefore generalized the explicit multiple-sigmoid

framework as a κ “basis-set” model in which the fraction of
activated particles in a sample population can be deconstructed
into prescribed hygroscopicity bins. This relaxes the need for
the distinct steps in the activation curve, which are evident in
the model five-component system, to be clearly observable for
robust data fitting. In the general model, a range of κ-values is
selected and divided logarithmically into bins, corresponding to
scrit bins of equal magnitude; for this study a κ range between
0.1 and 1.4 was used with six equivalent bins in s. The impact of
κ bin resolution on our results is shown in Figure S4. These κ
bins are converted to equivalent scrit bins for the selected
particle diameter. The observed normalized activation curves
are integrated between sequential scrit basis-set values (left-edge
centered) to calculate the relative abundance of particles in
each bin, resulting in a number-weighted κ distribution. The
basis-set methodology extends beyond the general shape
analysis of Su et al.36 by generating an actual distribution of
κ-values that characterizes the sample population. The basis-set
methodology provides an explicit measure of mixing state
diversity, in contrast to the traditional ensemble average κ-value
calculated using the scrit of the entire activation curve, which
assumes that the population is internally mixed. The general
features of the κ basis-set model permit extension of this
analysis to any SR-CCN measurement, whether high or typical
resolution, to determine κ distributions for samples ranging
from simple model to complex ambient systems.
The basis-set model has been applied to SR-CCN measure-

ments on the following marine-relevant systems: the laboratory
generated (i) two- and (ii) five-component external mixtures
discussed above; nascent SSA from (iii) synthetic and (iv)
microcosm phytoplankton bloom experiments conducted in a
MART;50 and (v) nascent SSA generated from the surface
ocean using the sea-sweep during the WACS I cruise in the
Atlantic Ocean.14 The synthetic bloom was produced from
synthetic seawater after sequential addition of the five marine
organic mimics in Table 1 (Figure S5). The transfer of organic
species from the bulk water to aerosol phase during the
synthetic bloom experiment was confirmed by measuring
distributions (ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 organic volume fraction)
of organic volume fractions by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
for aerosol particles with diameters between 300 and 500 nm
(Figure S6). The measurements for the microcosm bloom were
performed at the beginning and end of the phytoplankton
bloom life cycle for a bloom grown from ocean water collected
off the Scripps Pier in La Jolla, CA; only the measurements
made at the end are shown here, as no substantial difference
was found between the measurements made at the beginning
and end, indicating that biological productivity did not impact
measured hygroscopicity distributions. The WACS sea-sweep
measurements assessed here were made both within Georges
Bank,14 a location where the surface chlorophyll-a concen-
tration was relatively high, indicating fairly biologically active
waters, and within the oligotrophic Sargasso Sea, a location
where the surface chlorophyll-a concentration was relatively
low. As no substantial differences were found between the

measurements at these two locations, only the Georges Bank
results are shown here.
The resulting κ distributions are distinct for each system,

highlighting the sensitivity of the κ basis-set method to the
distribution of particle mixing state (Figure 3). When applied to
the two-component and five-component systems, the expected
κ distribution is generally recovered, although some edge effects
are evident (Figure 3A,B) where multiple κ bins are populated
for the same model component as a result of the finite κ bin
width and activation curve integration. It is also important to
note that, due to the variation in κ for different lots of sea salt,
the “salt” κ bin appears at different values between model
systems. The activation curves for both the synthetic and
microcosm phytoplankton bloom experiments are relatively
sharp, and the κ distributions are correspondingly relatively
narrow (Figure 3C,D). This indicates a small degree of mixing
state diversity for these dry 50 nm SSA and a particle
population that was largely internally mixed with respect to
hygroscopicity. The most probable κ-value was determined to
be 0.6−0.9, which translates to an εorg = 0.25−0.45, assuming
that the organic component had a pure κ-value of 0.2. This
range is slightly larger than the εorg determined by AFM
(median ∼0.2), although is likely explained by the AFM having
characterized particles that were >50 nm, specifically 300−500
nm.
A much wider distribution of κ-values was observed for

nascent SSA generated by the sea-sweep during the WACS I
cruise (Figure 3E) compared to the synthetic and microcosm
bloom experiments. This suggests that a wide variety of particle
types were emitted during that experiment. The range of
derived κ-values indicates that the nascent SSA had
compositions ranging from purely sea salt to purely organic,
providing a quantitative explanation for the observed breadth of
the SR-CCN activation curves (Figure 3E). However, the
suggested abundance of SSA with purely sea salt composition is
potentially overestimated by the presence of doubly charged
particles, which have been accounted for in the laboratory
studies (excluding the five-component external mixture). The κ
distribution peaks around κ = 0.50, suggesting that a substantial
fraction of the nascent SSA particles had large organic fractions,
with εorg > 65%. Overall, application of the κ basis-set
methodology to these various case studies demonstrates the
potential for high-resolution SR-CCN measurements to be
used in the determination of the distribution of κ-values, which
is related to the particle mixing state diversity and goes beyond
the typically reported effective κ, which may not actually
represent the true system average nor characterize the actual
behavior of the distribution within the atmosphere.

4. CCN IN MARINE ENVIRONMENTS AND BEYOND
The broader implications toward cloud droplet properties of
considering atmospheric particulates as having unique distri-
butions of particles with different chemical compositions (and
therefore different hygroscopicities), as opposed to an internal
mixture, are illustrated as a thought experiment in Figure 4. The
particle−particle chemical diversity within a given air mass can
be highly variable and is determined by the fundamental
diversity in sources (such as those illustrated in Figure 3),
chemical transformations of atmospheric particles, and mixing
of different air masses.52 This chemical diversity is represented
here by using a variety of κ distributions of varying shape
(Figure 4C). Using these distributions, the ratio between the
number of particles that would activate at a given super-
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saturation for an external mixture versus an equivalent internal
mixture (i.e., an internal mixture where the κ is calculated using
volume mixing rules) has been calculated as RCCN,E/I(s) =
[CCN]external/[CCN]internal. The resulting RCCN,E/I values
characterize the extent to which treating the particle population
as an internal mixture leads to an under (RCCN,E/I < 1) or over
(RCCN,E/I > 1) prediction in the actual fraction of CCN
activated. A representative log-normal particle size distribution
has been used (median Dp = 80 nm and σg = 1.7), and,
although particle composition can be size dependent, each

particle type (i.e., different κ) was assumed to have the same
overall size distribution shape (Figure S7).
The importance of considering the particle mixing state

explicitly depends on both the nature of the κ distribution and
the supersaturation (Figure 4A). The RCCN,E/I exhibit a distinct
minimum with s for all κ distributions, around s = 0.25% for the
size distribution used here, and are lesser than unity at all but
the smallest s (<0.1%). This indicates that an external mixing
assumption will generally underestimate the extent of cloud
drop activation. The RCCN,E/I at larger s asymptotically approach
unity because, as s increases, an increasingly large fraction of the
total particle number can activate (Figure 4B). The calculated
minimum RCCN,E/I values range from close to 1 for relatively
narrow κ distributions (e.g., mixture 5) to <0.85 for broad κ
mixtures composed of particles with very different κ-values. The
calculated minimum RCCN,E/I generally increases as the diversity
of and difference between particle types increase with respect to
their κ-values. The smallest RCCN,E/I values occur for mixtures in
which there are only a few components having very different
hygroscopicities. The results shown in Figure 4 are particular to
the assumed size distribution, and the s at which the minimum
in RCCN,E/I occurs is nominally linked to the overlap between
the median Dp that characterizes the distribution and the scrit vs
size relationship for the internally mixed particles (Figure S8).
Consequently, the position of the RCCN,E/I minimum increases
if the median Dp were assumed smaller, and vice versa, and is
more sensitive to shifts toward smaller sizes. However, shifts in
the assumed Dp do not impact the minimum value of RCCN,E/I
(Figure S9). The overall s dependence of RCCN,E/I indicates that
proper accounting for mixing state will generally have a larger
impact on cloud droplet properties in cloud systems where the
maximum s remains below approximately 0.5%, such as those
typically associated with stratocumulus clouds where typical
values for s are around 0.2%.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A framework for the interpretation of CCN activation curves
that accounts for diversity in individual particle hygroscopicity,
which is driven by compositional diversity, has been introduced.
The capabilities of this multicomponent framework were
demonstrated using molecular mimics in which the activation
of internally and externally mixed particle distributions of
varying complexity was measured. The molecular mimics
considered here were of particular relevance to marine
environments in which SSA particles with a wide range of
individual particle compositions are known to be generated. It
was shown that, by considering a CCN activation curve as a
sum of activation curves for individual particle types (i.e.,
particles with distinct compositions and hygroscopicities), the
relative populations of these particle types can be retrieved.
This represents an important advance over typical methods,
which consider only the effective behavior and underplay the
complicating influence of particle mixing state. The new
framework was applied to the interpretation of laboratory and
field observations of nascent SSA particles, which are complex
mixtures of particle types with varying composition, to retrieve
population-weighted distributions of κ hygroscopicity parame-
ters. The importance of considering mixing state effects when
interpreting the activation of such complex mixtures is apparent
in the retrieved κ distributions, especially in the case of the field
observations for which very broad distributions are obtained
indicating that a wide diversity of particle types existed. Proper
accounting for particle mixing state was shown to be important

Figure 4. (A) The ratio between the number of particles activated (i.e.,
[CCN]) for an external mixture versus an internal mixture of particles
and (B) the percent of particles activated for the external mixing case
as a function of s for the κ distributions shown in panel C. The
associated κ-value for each distribution, assuming internal mixing, is
shown next to the distribution.
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to the assessment of the proper influence of particle
composition, and more importantly compositional diversity,
on clouds and global climate.

6. METHODS
Values of κ were measured for 50 nm dry diameter particles
composed of single compounds or their internal and external
aerosol mixtures using an SR-CCN method (Figure S1). The
analysis can also be extended to particles with dry diameters
other than 50 nm (Figure S10). Briefly, for each system the
ratio between the total particle number concentration (CN)
and the cloud active particle concentration (CCN) was
measured as a function of supersaturation (s), from s between
0.1 and 1.0%, with f CCN(s) = [CCN]/[CN]. The scrit values for
each given chemical system were determined either by visual
inspection (five-component external mixture fit with one curve)
or by fitting of a sigmoid to the observed activation curves
( f CCN versus s), from which effective κ-values were determined5

(larger scrit correspond to smaller κ at a given size). The SR-
CCN measurements were made using high s resolution, up to
four points per 0.1% s (see the Supporting Information). This is
much higher resolution than is commonly used14 and was
found to provide more accurate constraints on the shape of the
activation curve. The shapes of the activation curves and the
associated scrit and κ-values for the pure compounds and
internal mixtures used in this study were highly dependent on
the s resolution used, especially when there were few f CCN
measurements near the scrit. The collection of high s resolution
scans enables determination of well-constrained κ-values and
very sharp SR-CCN activation curves.
Activation curves were measured for internal and external

mixtures of varying chemical complexity that were generated
using a few different methods (see the Supporting Information
for more details). Simple internal mixtures (in which all
particles have the same composition) of pure compounds and
model multicomponent systems were generated by atomization
or nebulization.
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